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AN IMITA TIVE BARBARI AN DENARIUS TRAJAN/HADRIAN 

BELDIANU Corneliu Bogdan Nicolae* 

Abstract. The material below describes a cain coming from outside ofthe Roman Empire (the north Barbaricum). This 
cain, which can nof be considered ta be an antic counterfeit - being made of silver - imitates some issues of Roman 
denarius from Trajan-Hadrian era. 
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In an on-line discussion community on topic ofancient numismatics 1
, an interesting ancient coin was 

sold in auction. It is a barbarian imitation of a Roman denarius found by chance (as the seller says) in Central 
Ukraine, in Cherkasy Oblast, close to river Dnipro (Dnieper). 

Coin's description: 
"Barbarian denarius" AR ! 3.0 g; 18.9 mm . 
Obv.: Trajan's head with laurels, faced right. 
Obv. legend: IMP TRAIA(NO)? A VG G(E]R DAC( ... )? 
Rv.: Female character, dressed in a long vestment, seated on a throne (with a not so high backrest), 

faced right. She holds in her right hand a quite paralellipipedic object and she seems to hold an unidentified 
long object (sceptre, torch, bow etc.) in her left hand which is oriented on the back. The object is seen mostly 
above her left shoulder. There is a vestment on the thone's backrest. 

Reversed legend: PM TR A (sic) P COS III. 
Despite the absence of a barbarian schematism, the artistica! traits show, as clearly as possible, that it 

is not an official issue, but it is an imitative coin, roade by the technical process of hammering. Considering 
the way the inscription is written and the stylistic aspect, we may easily put this coin in what Andrei Sergeev 
called "Eastem European barbarian Imperial denarii- close reproductions"2

• 

The obverse imitates the Roman official denarii issues for Trajan, made after 103 p. Chr. (As the 
particle DAC(icus) from the inscription indicates) until the summer of 114 p. Chr3

. The absence of any 
drape, aegis etc. shows that the Imperial reproduced figure seems to be put in type a by B. Woytek ("Kopf 
oder Bi.iste"{ 

But things become complicated if we talk about the reverse. The denarii issues that indicate in 
inscription the assumption of the third Consulate (COS III) by Trajan were issued in year 100 p. Chr5

. only. 
So we have an anachronism: the imitated reverse was issued before the imitated obverse. The absence ofthe 
particle PP (pater patriae) from the inscription's end PM TR A (sic) P COS III, could show, on the other 
hand, that the reverse of our coin does not imitate the official issue for Trajan but, most likely, an issue for 
Hadrian. The official monetary issues for Hadrian, having this inscription were issued between 1 19-121 /122 
p. Chr6

. But considering that we have imitative coin the inscription's documentary value decreases, because 
those who made such coins were not very concerned about the engraved letters (see the presence of A in the 
middle of our coin reverse's inscription). lf the inscription is not very useful, the showed character helps us 
to know the imitated type of reverse. The closest sty listic and compositional type of reverse of Trajan, having 
engraved in inscription the third Consulate is Vesta with patera and torch (RIC no. 40). But there are 
important differences concerning the throne (with backrest, not very high for the imitative coin and just a 
simply "chair", without backrest for the official coin). 

But the "Concordia" (RIC, no. 82) monetary type from the denarii issued for Hadrian in 119-122 p. 
Chr. is closer. Lots of compositional analogues (throne with not so high backrest, a vestment on the throne's 

* Banking Officer. ING Bank N.V. Amsterdam, Romania e-mail: beldianub@yahoo.com. 
1 www.forumancientcoins.com (accessed June I5th 2014). 
2 Andrei Sergeev, Barbarian coins on the territory beetween the Balkans and Central Asia, Moscow. 2012. p. 214. 
3 As 8. Woytek said. begining with the winter (the end) of 114-spring of 115. (Gruppe 16. Cluster 1) the inscription of the obverse 
changes to IMP CAES NER TRAIANO ( ... ). See Bernhard Woytek. Die Reichsprăgung des kaisers Traianus (98-117). MIR 14, 
Vienna. 201 O, pp. 586-587. 
4 Ibidem. p. 76. Tafel Vlll A. 
5 RIC II. p. 247: Bernhard Woytek. op. cit., p. 223, Gruppe 5 ( 1 January- end of 100 p. Chr.). 
6 RICII.p. 317. 
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backrest), except the abject from the left shoulder (sceptre, torch etc.) as well as the inscription indicate the 
issue RIC 82 for Hadrian as being the model used by the imitator who made the cain discovered in Ukraine. 

Certainly, this cain is the result of some pattern combinations which imitated the obverse and the reverse 
of some ditferent issues. This fact is not surprisingly for the barbarian denarii discovered at the North of the 
Roman Empire7

• It could indicate a larger monetary activity developed by the engraver who made this cain. 
The writing, almost without mistake of the inscription and usage of a very correct spelling show that 

aur cain was made by a person who is, at least, accustomed with the Latin spelling, or maybe even an expert. 
Unfortunately, it can not be revealed any connection between the place where the cain was discovered and 
the place it was issued. Otherwise, we can not say the cain was made in the Roman Empire or not. But recent 
works on imitative coins from Balkans and Central Asia8 do not mention any cain like this. We could talk 
about a pertinent geographical area where this cain was made, only if in the future will occur other coins 
made with the same pattems. 

Methodologically speaking, the cain weights 3.0 g and it has a diameter of maximum 18.9 mm, 
which is very alike the Trajan's era denarii (about 3.22 g before the reform from 107 p. Chr. and about 3.20 g 
after it)9 and likewise other barbarian denarii (about 3 g weight), from the geographical area between Danube 
and Dnipro (Dnepr) 10

• The ratia between weight and diameter seems to confirm the fact the cain was made 
just from silver and it was not fourre, either it was not made from a silvered bronze pill 11

• 

Certainly, the cain presents a special numismatic and historical interest, bringing its contribution to 
the knowledge of the human societies that lived beyond the Northem borders of the Roman Empire. lts 
integration in a larger cultural horizon, same as other discoveries published or about to be published 12 will 
complete the picture of monetary activity and circulation in barbaricum. 
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Pl. 1 - The barbarised denarius Trajan/Hadrian from Ukrai ne. 
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Pl. 2 - Local map ofthe discovery. 
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Pl. 3- Vesta - reverse ofthe issue RJC no. 40 for Trajan (left), Concordi a - reverse ofthe issue RJ C no. 82 for Hadrian (centre) and 
the character from the reverse ofthe coin from Ukraine (right). 
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